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This NuTone deluxe attachment set includes all the attachments you need to keep your living space pure and dust free. With selections for carpeting, hard floors, draperies
and furniture, CS500 features the convenience of maximum power without the need for electrified inlets.
30Foot current carrying pigtail crushproof hose (CH515) gives you the reach you need to cover a lot of territory before you move on to the next inlet, so you
spend more time vacuuming and less time moving the hose around; lightweight and crushproof, the hose springs back to retain its original state if it is
accidentally stepped on or caught in a door ensuring long lasting life
Deluxe electric power brush (CT700) provides exceptional soil removal through a motorized roller bar with nylon brushes and 4position height adjustments,
so you can control the proper cleaning action for all your carpets; builtin fullwidth light powered by superior LED lighting maximizes cleaning visibility which
means you won’t miss a thing
Premium Twist & Turn floor brush (CT158) with a 13” wide head and natural hair bristles provides better dusting and edge to edge cleaning. The wide head
allows you to cover more surface area in a single stroke of the wand, getting the job done more quickly. The Twist & Turn design offers ultimate
maneuverability
Adjustableratcheting wand (CK135) extends from 22” to 39” to give you the perfect reach for high ceilings or cabinets so you can easily clean tall draperies
or dust cabinet tops
A second wand, current carrying adjustableratcheting wand (CT175) extends from 26” to 39” to give you the perfect reach and is used with the CT700 power
head
Hard plastic dusting brush (CT105) with soft natural hair bristles provides gentle cleaning for delicate surfaces
Convertible upholstery tool (CT106G) has a slideon/slideoff brush with natural bristles to deep clean fabric and furniture by sucking up hidden dirt, pet
dander, and other allergens to maintain a clean and healthy home
13” long crevice tool (CT110) gives you added reach to get into tight spaces; its notched end ensures uninterrupted performance and continuous air flow
Soft, durable fabric hose sock (CA130) protects the vacuum hose and will prevent scratching the corners of walls and marking furniture as you move around
the room, so you don’t have to move furniture or worry about walls
A strong metal hose hanger keeps the hose in one place
The wand hanger enables you to keep the wand in place
Convenient storage bag lets you to keep all your tools in one place; nothing gets lost and you can pick the best tool for the job
6Foot pigtail electric cord easily connects to 120VAC outlet for maximum power and is durable to provide many years of service
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